FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TECKpert Receives Three 2013 Communicator Awards for Web and Mobile Sites
Digital Web Agency wins three Communicator Awards for their creative excellence.

MIAMI, Florida (May 23, 2013) – TECKpert, a digital web agency specializing in responsive web
design, mobile and web development, online marketing and cloud-hosting solutions, recently
received three Communicator Awards from the International Academy of the Visual Arts.
Established nearly two decades ago to recognize communication professionals for creative
excellence, the Communicator Awards receives thousands of entries from the U.S. and abroad
each year, making it one of the largest and most competitive award programs of its kind in the
world.
TECKpert won 2013 Silver Communicator Awards for one entry in the Mobile Sites: Business
category (CSK Mobile, a legal app for law firms) and for two entries in the Website: Real Estate
category (Esolist and 400 Sunny Isles Miami). The prestigious Silver Communicator Award is
presented for projects that exceed industry standards in quality and achievement.
“I am proud of my staff and delighted for our clients,” said company founder, Adrian Esquivel. “At
TECKpert, we build for the web, but, more importantly, we build relationships. By collaborating
with our clients, we are able to develop and implement award-winning strategies and technology
solutions that help them grow their business online.”
Dan Mathason, who works with the development team behind 400 Sunny Isles, says the Internet
has changed the way consumers search for homes, and a strong online presence is essential for
attracting potential buyers. “Working with Adrian and his team to create and execute this vision
has been a great experience,” says Mathason. “Thanks to TECKpert’s web expertise, we now have
a unique, award-winning online presence that allows us to showcase our offerings and is fully
integrated into our vertical sales and marketing plan.”

About the Communicator Awards
The Communicator Awards is an annual competition honoring the best in advertising, corporate
communications, public relations and identity work for print, video, interactive and audio. The
Communicator Awards are judged and overseen by the International Academy of the Visual Arts,
an invitation-only, member-based organization of leading professionals from various disciplines of
the visual arts dedicated to embracing progress and the evolving nature of traditional and
interactive media.
About TECKpert
Based in Miami, Florida, TECKpert is a digital web agency providing responsive web design, mobile
and web development, online marketing and cloud hosting solutions. TECKpert strives to develop
high-quality, disruptive technologies through collaboration with their clients to help them grow
their business online.
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